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In this paper, we address the problem of covering points with orthogonally convex poly-
gons. In particular, given a point set of size n on the plane, we aim at ﬁnding if there
exists an orthogonally convex polygon such that each edge of the polygon covers exactly
one point and each point is covered by exactly one edge. We show that if such a poly-
gon exists, it may not be unique. We propose an O (n logn) algorithm to construct such
a polygon if it exists, or else report the non-existence in the same time bound. We also
extend our algorithm to count all such polygons without hindering the overall time com-
plexity. Finally, we show how to construct all k such polygons in O (n logn + kn) time. All
the proposed algorithms are fast and practical.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Constructing orthogonal shapes and objects from limited geometric and topological information is a frequently visited
problem in computational geometry. For example, Jackson and Wismath [1] use “stab visibilities” for reconstructing an
orthogonal polygon. Usually, coordinates of the vertices (corners) of an object are used for reconstructing it. O’Rourke [2]
provides an O (n logn) time algorithm for constructing a unique orthogonal polygon, if it exists, from a given vertex set.
Löﬄer and Mumford [3] show that there is only one orientation for which a provided vertex set can be used to reconstruct
a rectilinear graph. Rappaport [4] shows that if straight angles are allowed, the problem becomes NP-hard.
Recently, Biedl et al. [5] studied reconstructing polygons from scanner data such that the provided points are in the
interior of the polygon edges. One of their results is that a monotone orthogonal polygon can be reconstructed from a point
set in O (n logn) time, if we know the corresponding edge orientations. In this paper, we study a similar problem but with
a nice twist: “Given a point set of size n on the plane, does there exist an orthogonally convex polygon such that each edge
of the polygon covers exactly one point and each point is covered by exactly one edge?” Here, an edge covers a point, if
the point is on the edge but not one of its endpoints (in which case it becomes a vertex of the polygon). Another question
we answer in this paper is: “If such a polygon exists, is it unique?” Finally: “If more than one polygon can be reconstructed
from a given point set, how do we count and reconstruct them all?”
A similar and well-known problem is computing the orthogonal convex hull of a given point set [6], which treats the
points as vertices (endpoints of the edges). An important issue with orthogonally convex hulls is that they may be discon-
nected. Moreover, they do not even have to be orthogonal polygons. Here, we propose an alternative shape: the orthogonally
convex polygon cover of the point set which is always an orthogonally convex polygon. It can be shown that the bounding
box of the points contains the orthogonally convex polygon cover, and the cover contains the orthogonal convex hull of the
point set. The bounding box is usually too simple for representing the point set and the orthogonal convex hull may be
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disconnected or degenerate. The orthogonally convex cover is a balanced representation of the point set and may be useful
where the bounding box is too simple and the convex hull is not an orthogonal polygon.
Our contribution in this paper is a number of fast and practical algorithms and can be summarized as follows: Firstly,
we show that, in general, more than one orthogonally convex polygon can cover a given point set. Second, we design an
O (n logn) algorithm that constructs one such polygon if it exists or show that it is impossible to ﬁnd such a polygon. Third,
we extend our algorithm to obtain a method for counting all such polygons without increasing the overall time complexity
of O (n logn). Finally, we show how we can easily extend our proposed methods to enumerate all k such polygons in
O (n logn + kn) time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide the necessary formal background. Then, in
Section 3, we show the details of the algorithm for ﬁnding one orthogonally convex polygon that covers a given point set.
In Section 4, we extend our algorithm to count and ﬁnd all such polygons. Finally, we conclude and outline our future work
in Section 5.
2. Formal background
A polygonal chain is an ordered set of line segments e1, e2, . . . , ek such that for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,k−1}, ei and ei+1 intersect
at one of their endpoints and no other intersections occur within the set. A closed polygonal chain of k line segments is a
polygonal chain of k − 1 line segments and an edge connecting the two open endpoints. A polygon is a region on the
plane enclosed by a closed polygonal chain. The edges of a polygon are the maximal line segments on the boundary of
the polygon. The vertices of a polygon are the intersection points of its edges. A line segment is orthogonal if it is parallel
to one of the coordinate axes. An orthogonal polygon is a polygon whose edges are orthogonal. An orthogonal polygon is
orthogonally convex, if its intersection with any orthogonal line segment is either empty or a single line segment.
An orthogonal line segment is horizontal (resp. vertical) if it is parallel to the x-axis (resp. y-axis). A line segment covers
a point, if the point is on the line segment. If a horizontal (resp. vertical) line segment covers a point, then we say that the
point is a horizontal point (resp. vertical point).
Given two points p and q, we write p x q if the x-coordinate of p is greater than or equal to the x-coordinate of q.
p y q is deﬁned analogously. We require strict inequality for >x and >y respectively.
A polygonal chain is x+-monotone if for any two consecutive vertices vi and vi+1, vi+1 x vi , and it is x−-monotone if
for any two consecutive vertices vi and vi+1, vi x vi+1. We similarly deﬁne y+-monotone and y−-monotone. A polygonal
chain is xy-monotone if it is monotone in both orthogonal directions. An orthogonally convex polygon can be divided into
four xy-monotone polygonal chains: the staircases of the polygon. We name these staircases the northwest (NW), southwest
(SW), northeast (NE) and southeast (SE) staircases as shown in Fig. 1. We write q >NW p for any two points to imply q >x p
and q >y p.
3. The reconstruction algorithm
We start by showing that for some point sets more than one orthogonally convex polygon can be constructed to cover
the points. An example is provided in Fig. 2. Note that there exist two more orthogonally convex polygons that can cover
the same point set but are not shown in the ﬁgure.
We now present the details of our proposed algorithm. The core idea behind our algorithm is to construct four xy-
monotone polygonal chains from the given point set and then merge them to obtain a polygon. There are ﬁve constraints
that we must satisfy:
Monotonicity: Each polygonal chain must be xy-monotone.
Point coverage: The four staircases must cover all of the points.
Edge coverage: Each edge must cover exactly one point.
Non-intersecting: The staircases must not intersect each other, except at their ﬁrst and last edges.
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Fig. 3. The four regions determine the possible points for the four staircases. t denotes the topmost point, l the leftmost point, r the rightmost point, and
b the bottommost point.
Consistent orientations: The ﬁrst and last edge of each staircase must have consistent orientations, for example, the left-
most edge of the NW staircase must be vertical and its topmost edge must be horizontal.
Our algorithm follows the following steps. First, we construct four staircases which satisfy the ﬁrst three constraints, i.e.,
the monotonicity and coverage constraints. Then, we alter these staircases until the fourth and ﬁfth constraints are satisﬁed,
i.e., the non-intersecting and consistent orientation constraints.
Next, we introduce an algorithm that creates the four initial staircases.
3.1. Computing a separation
The given set of points are distributed into four possibly overlapping closed rectilinear half-planes (or quadrants) as
shown on the left in Fig. 3. By an abuse of terminology, we refer to these four quadrants as regions in the paper. For
example, region 1 includes all the points to the left of and over the vertical line passing through the topmost point that
are also inclusively above the horizontal line passing through the leftmost point. It should be noted that for each of the
topmost (t), the leftmost (l), the bottommost (b), and the rightmost (r) points, there is exactly one point in the input that
can qualify as such. It would, otherwise, be impossible to construct an orthogonally convex polygon from the given input.
Formally, an input point p(x, y) is said to be assigned to region 1 (region 3) if p.x  t.x and p.y  l.y (p.x  b.x and
p.y  r.y). Similarly, p(x, y) is said to be assigned to region 2 (region 4) if p.x t.x and p.y  r.y (p.x b.x and p.y  l.y).
A given point, by deﬁnition, may be assigned to multiple overlapping regions. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 by redrawing each
of regions on the left separately on the right with the same set of points.
If a solution exists, each of the four regions so deﬁned includes all the points of the corresponding staircase, as well as
possible additional points. Since each staircase is xy-monotone, it can be easily shown that each staircase can be constructed
from (a subset of) the points of a single region only. For example, NW can be constructed from points of region 1, and SE
from points of region 3.
Now we make the following observation:
Observation 1. If the regions overlap, then there are at most two overlapping regions; either regions 1 and 3 overlap or regions 2 and
4 overlap.
If none of the four regions overlap, an additional rectangular region denoted by 5 is formed as shown in Fig. 4. In this
case, we have a trivial solution: If there is any point in region 5, then, that point cannot be on any of the four staircases.
Hence, report that an orthogonally convex cover does not exist. Otherwise, sort the points in each region according to
increasing x-coordinates and create four polygonal chains in these orders. If all chains are xy-monotone and the other four
constraints are satisﬁed, then merge them and obtain the unique orthogonally convex polygon that can be constructed from
this point set. The overall running time is O (n logn) which is dominated by the sorting step.
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Fig. 5. A separation and a proper separation of the same point set.
Theorem 1. If the points can be assigned to four non-overlapping regions using the topmost, leftmost, bottommost and rightmost
points in the set, then the unique orthogonally convex polygon corresponding to this point set can be constructed in O (n logn) time.
However, the challenge is to handle the situation when two of the regions overlap as stated in the previous observation.
Without loss of generality, from now on, we will assume that the ﬁrst and third regions overlap. The case where the second
and fourth regions overlap is symmetric.
Since the second and fourth regions have no overlaps, we can immediately create their staircases as described for The-
orem 1. But the other two regions cannot be handled in the same manner due to possible points in the overlapping
sub-region. The problem here is that we do not know which points in this sub-region belong to the NW staircase and
which ones belong to the SE staircase. We must separate these points into two subsets, such that each subset deﬁnes an
xy-monotone polygonal chain under >NW . If the constructed polygonal chains satisfy the monotonicity and coverage con-
straints, then we will call the polygonal chains a separation. If the resulting polygonal chains also satisfy the non-intersecting
and consistent orientations constraints, then we will call the separation a proper separation, and each staircase will be called
a proper staircase (also see Fig. 5 for a separation and a proper separation of the same point set).
We now introduce an algorithm that obtains a (possibly non-proper) separation of S (the union of points in regions
1 and 3) in O (n logn) time, if a separation is possible. Otherwise, the algorithm reports that a separation is impossible.
Once a separation is computed, a dynamic programming formulation (explained in the next subsection) can extract one
or all proper separations out of it. To this end, the separation can be equivalently characterized by its construction of two
maximal monotonous chains, namely, the NW and SE chains. While monotonicity follows directly from the monotonicity
constraint in the deﬁnition of separation, maximality follows indirectly from the coverage constraint. Since a point in S can
possibly be covered either by one of the staircases only or by both, we try to assign as many feasible points as possible
to either of the chains in order to obtain the corresponding maximal monotonous NW and SE chains. A point p ∈ S is
assigned to a maximal monotonous NW (SE) chain if there does not exist any point q ∈ S with q = p such that q.x  p.x
and q.y  p.y (q.x p.x and q.y  p.y), as otherwise point q could never be covered in any proper separation. It can easily
be observed that the decision to assign a point to either of the maximal chains is entirely local, in that, it is made with
no concern to the existing assignments. By exploiting this fact, all that remains for separation is to watch for monotonicity
which, in turn, can easily be accomplished by a proper sorting of the points as will shortly be explained.
Note that if we start with an odd number of points in S , then there is no way to end up with two proper staircases
(the consistent orientations constraint can never be satisﬁed). Hence, we run Algorithm 1 (Separate) only if the number of
points in S is even.
The input of this algorithm is a set S which includes all the points in regions 1 and 3. The output are arrays NW and SE
corresponding to two maximal monotonous chains. In Step 1, we sort S in non-decreasing x-coordinates and y-coordinates
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Input: Point Set S
Output: Polygonal Chains NW and SE
Sort S into Sx in non-decreasing x and decreasing y and into S y in non-decreasing y and decreasing x;1
Create empty lists NW and SE;2
Initialize all USED and OVERLAP ﬂags to false;3
Insert Sx[0] into NW; Set Sx[0].USED = true;4
Insert S y [0] into SE; Set S y [0].USED = true;5
for i := 1..n − 1 do6
if Sx[i].y > NW.last.y then7
Insert Sx[i] into NW;8
Set Sx[i].USED = true;9
end10
if S y[i].x > SE.last.x then11
Insert S y[i] into SE;12
Set S y[i].USED = true;13
end14
if Sx[i] = S y [i] and Sx[i].USED and S y[i].USED then15
Set Sx[i].OVERLAP and S y [i].OVERLAP to true16
end17
end18
if there exists p ∈ S, such that !p.USED then Report INFEASIBLE;19
and store the sorted list in arrays Sx and S y , respectively. The points in Sx with equal x-coordinates are eﬃciently dealt with
in the algorithm by sorting them in decreasing y. The S y is similarly sorted also in decreasing x for points with equal y.
Step 2 initializes the output arrays. Step 3 initializes the ﬂags of the points. We will soon explain the use of these ﬂags.
Steps 4 and 5 are used to insert the rightmost and the bottommost points into the NW and SE staircases respectively and to
set the corresponding ﬂags. Given that S contains n points (hence there are n items both in Sx and S y), after processing one
point from each of Sx and S y , we are left with n − 1 points in each. Steps 7–17 are, thus, run n − 1 times. At Steps 7–10,
we check the ith node in Sx to see if it can be inserted into NW without breaking the monotonicity constraint. Since Sx
is already sorted in non-decreasing x-coordinates, we only check the y-coordinate of Sx[i] against the y-coordinate of the
last point inserted into NW (which is given by NW.last.y). Note that if the x-coordinates are equal, then the y-coordinate
of Sx[i] is less than the y-coordinate NW.last due to the way Sx was sorted, and such a point is never inserted into NW .
Upon insertion, we set the USED ﬂag of the point as true. Similarly, in Steps 11–14, we insert a point from S[y] into SE, if
it satisﬁes the monotonicity constraint.
Steps 15–17 set the OVERLAP ﬂag of a point as true, if the point was inserted into both staircases at this round of the
algorithm. This ﬂag will be used later in other algorithms. The ﬁrst condition Sx[i] = S y[i] at Step 15 assures that it is the
same point addressed by both chains. The skeptical reader should also note that an overlapping point with the OVERLAP ﬂag
set is always in the same indexed positions in Sx and S y .
In Step 19, we check if all points are inserted into at least one of the staircases. If not, we report that the given point set
cannot be separated into two monotone polygonal chains.
Steps 7–17 require constant time per point. Hence, the time complexity of the algorithm for an input point set with n
points is O (n logn) dominated by the initial sorting.
Computing the orthogonal convex hull of S and reading the two staircases from the hull boundaries may be considered
as an alternative way of constructing the staircases. However, there are a number of good reasons for using Algorithm 1.
An orthogonal convex hull may be disconnected which makes it diﬃcult to read the staircases directly from the hull.
Connected orthogonal convex hull algorithms exist in the literature [6], however if two or more points with the same x- or
y-coordinates exist in S , then, these points may appear consecutively on the hull boundary. This is not a violation of the
orthogonal convex hull deﬁnition, however, such a conﬁguration is not acceptable on the staircases we create. We require
the point coordinates to be strictly increasing (decreasing) in both directions on the staircases. Moreover, while the known
orthogonally convex hull algorithms construct the hull boundary in two passes over S , Algorithm 1 requires only one pass
to create both staircases.
The following lemma formalizes the output of Algorithm 1:
Lemma 2. Algorithm Separate terminates in one of the following states in O (n logn) time:
1. All points are marked as USED, then NW and SE simultaneously satisfy the monotonicity and coverage constraints; or
2. At least one point is not marked as USED, then it is impossible to satisfy all of the monotonicity and coverage constraints simulta-
neously.
Proof. (1) As discussed above, the points are inserted into NW and SE only if they do not violate monotonicity of the
respective polygonal chain. Hence, at the termination of the algorithm both chains are x+- and y+-monotone. This satisﬁes
the monotonicity constraint.
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If all points are marked as USED, then each point is either in NW or SE or both. Each point in NW corresponds to an
edge of the corresponding monotone polygonal chain. Hence there is a matching between the points of NW and the edges
of the corresponding monotone polygonal chain. This satisﬁes the coverage constraints.
(2) Consider a point p which is not marked as USED at the termination of the algorithm. Let p be the ith point in Sx
and jth point in S y . Without loss of generality, if i  j, then we ﬁrst encounter p at Step 5. Let q refer to NW.last at the
ith round of the algorithm. At this point, p is not yet assigned to NW or SE, so when it fails to be inserted into NW , we
know that p.x q.x and p.y  q.y. Later on we encounter p in S y at the jth round and it is still not covered. Let r refer to
SE.last at the jth round. When p fails to be inserted into SE, we know that p.y  r.y and p.x r.x. Fig. 6 demonstrates this
situation. Clearly, any two of these three points p, q and r cannot be compared under >NW , and hence cannot be placed on
the same polygonal chain which is both x+- and y+-monotone. 
Assuming that Algorithm Separate terminates with all points in S marked as USED, we turn our attention to the non-
intersecting constraint. At Step 16 of the algorithm we marked some points as OVERLAP. These are the points which are
inserted into both lists, hence the two staircases intersect at these points and the non-intersecting constraint is violated.
Moreover, even if no points in S are marked as OVERLAP, we may still have two staircases which are intersecting at other
points. For now, we will ignore the latter case and focus on the former one.
3.2. Overlapping points
Let o1,o2, . . . ,ok be k consecutive points on both NW and SE and marked as OVERLAP. Let p be the point immediately
before o1 on NW and let q be the point immediately before o1 on SE. Depending on the following states of k, p and q, we
can categorize all overlapping regions under eight cases corresponding to the possible combinations of:
1. k is odd or even;
2. p is horizontal or vertical;
3. q is horizontal or vertical.
Consider the simplest case of k = 1 where a single point o1 is shared by both staircases. We will call the edges covering
p on NW and q on SE as the incoming edges just before an overlapping region. The existence of points p and q before an
overlapping region is always guaranteed by construction. If the edge covering p is a horizontal edge and the edge covering
q is a vertical edge, then we will call these edges an HV pair. We similarly name HH, VH and VV pairs as the only other
possible conﬁgurations as to the orientations of incoming edges right before an overlapping region. Similarly, the outgoing
edges are the edges covering the points on each staircase immediately after the (last) overlapping point. Fig. 7 shows all four
possible incoming edge pairs, and a reassignment of the overlapping point to one of the staircases to avoid intersections.
Observe that the provided reassignments are exhaustive.
If the incoming edges form an HV pair, the overlapping point o1 can be taken by neither the NW nor SE staircases
without one intersecting the other. To see this, assume o1 is taken by NW . The NW incoming edge given as horizontal,
hence, needs to alternate its orientation to vertical in order to cover o1 as shown in solid lines at the top of Fig. 7. In this
case, the SE chain vertical at q can never ﬁnd a point to cover in order to make its way through without intersecting the
NW . The reasons are twofold: First, there cannot be any single point to the right and bottom of o1 by the construction of
overlapping points, and secondly, p and q are the ﬁrst non-overlapping points with strictly smaller x- and y-coordinates
that come before o1. A similar reasoning renders the other possibility where o1 is covered horizontally by the SE staircase
also infeasible.
When the incoming edges are HH, then o1 can only be taken vertically by the NW as shown in solid lines in Fig. 7.
The assignment of o1, alternatively, to SE would force SE to change its orientation to vertical at o1. This, however, leaves
NW horizontally stuck at p. The only possibility is, therefore, the former case where o1 is taken by NW . Right after o1 is
assigned to NW , the NW staircase alternates its orientation to vertical in covering o1. At this current conﬁguration, NW is
V at o1 and SE is H at q. It is exactly after this state that the NW and SE staircases, each with one more alteration in their
orientations, form the corresponding outgoing edges to cover the points signaling the end of the overlapping region. Thus,
the outgoing edges form an HV pair with NW horizontal and SE vertical at the respective non-overlapping points (see p′ , q′
in Fig. 7) coming right after o1. It should be noted that any overlapping region with k 1 points is always followed by two
such points as an orthogonal polygon cannot, otherwise, exist.
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Table 1
Solutions for a single overlapping point. The second column shows the staircase to which o1 is assigned. The third column shows the orientation pair after
this assignment.
Incoming Staircase o1 assigned to Orientation after o1’s assignment Outgoing
HH NW VH HV
HV – – none
VH NW HH VV
SE VV HH
VV SE VH HV
The case where the incoming edges form a VV pair is analyzed similarly to the HH case since it is completely symmetric
and the result is depicted at the bottom of Fig. 7.
In the ﬁnal case where the incoming edges are VH depicted also in Fig. 7, o1 can be visited by either of the NW and
SW staircases. If o1 is taken by NW , the orientation of NW at o1 is ﬂipped to H since it was V at p. NW at o1 and SE at q
are now both horizontal. Consequently, the orientations of NE and SE, with each taking one more turn to form the outgoing
edges, become both vertical.
The orientations are assigned in an alternate and consistent manner. By construction, we do not introduce any inter-
sections as long as the points next to o1 are not co-linear in the y-direction. This results in a proper separation. There is,
however, an important observation to make in this case: The two non-overlapping points covered by the VV outgoing edges
should not have equal x-coordinate values. Otherwise, the NW staircase would have to pass ﬁrst through the point on the SE
outgoing edge which is, by construction, guaranteed to have a lower y-coordinate. Thus, a proper separation is impossible.
If o1 is taken by SE, on the other hand, the outgoing edges are seen to form an HH pair as shown in Fig. 7. An HH outgoing
edge pair prohibits this time the possibility of points having equal y-coordinate values.
As we will explain in detail in the next subsection, the orientations of the outgoing edge pairs are important in con-
structing proper separations. Table 1 summarizes Fig. 7 by associating incoming and outgoing edge pairs in each case.
Now that we have established the solutions for the base case of one overlapping point, we can extend our results to
k 1 overlapping points:
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Solutions for k overlapping points. Table A is for odd k, Table B is for even k.
A: Odd
Incoming Outgoing
HH HV
HV none
VH HH or VV
VV HV
B: Even
Incoming Outgoing
HH HH or VV
HV none
VH HV
VV HH or VV
Lemma 3. Given k  1 overlapping points and the orientations of the incoming edge pair, Table 2 lists the possible orientations of the
outgoing edge pairs.
Proof. The correctness of the tables can be easily shown by strong induction on the number of overlapping points k.
The solutions for the base case of a single overlapping point were already established in Table 1. Let’s assume by the
inductive hypothesis that Tables 2A and 2B are correct for all 1m  k overlapping points. We must now show that they
are also correct for k + 1 overlapping points.
The ﬁrst of a sequence of k+ 1 consecutive overlapping points can be assigned in one of the only feasible ways reported
in Table 1, depending on the orientations of the incoming edges. Once the ﬁrst overlapping point is covered, we are left
with exactly k 1 more overlapping points to be covered.
We can, therefore, apply the inductive hypothesis to obtain the possible orientations of the outgoing edge pairs for
k + 1 points when k is odd and even by simply composing Table 1, for a single overlapping point, with either Table 2A,
for an odd number of consecutive overlapping points or Table 2B, for an even number of consecutive overlapping points
respectively. There is an important caveat, however, in composing Table 1 with either of Tables 2A and 2B. The convention
of using the orientation pair of outgoing edges cannot be employed anymore since there does not, clearly, exist any non-
overlapping points before we are through with the assignment of the rest of the overlapping points. We should, instead,
start exactly where we left off. This obviously dictates that we consider the orientation at o1 and the orientation of the
incoming edge of the other staircase which does not cover o1 as the new incoming edge orientations for the rest of the
overlapping region with the remaining k consecutive overlapping points. A simpler characterization is made possible by
noting that the new orientations exactly correspond to the orientations of the edges which precede the outgoing edges in
Fig. 7. This interpretation, in turn, allows for an easy way of deriving these new orientations from the orientations of the
outgoing edges by simply substituting an H or a V in place of a V or an H respectively as shown in the third column of
Table 1.
Consider the case when the incoming edges are HH for k + 1 consecutive overlapping points. After the ﬁrst point is
taken, the outgoing edge orientations would be an HV pair as speciﬁed in Table 1. The orientations just before the respective
outgoing edges are taken by NW and SE, thus, form a VH pair. When k+1 is odd, an application of the inductive hypothesis
by referring to the corresponding entry of Table 2B with VH in the incoming edges reads an HV pair in the outgoing edges.
This is exactly what is reported in Table 2A for HH. The case where k + 1 is even follows a similar composition pattern:
An HV is, ﬁrst, obtained from Table 1 through a lookup of HH and subsequently substituted by VH to compensate for the
effects of the extra outgoing edges taken by NW and SE. A ﬁnal lookup for VH is, then, performed in Table 2A resulting in
the discovery of outgoing edge orientations HH or VV which can be conﬁrmed by what is reported in Table 2A for the HH
entry of the incoming edges. The remaining cases also follow similarly. 
The results established so far tell us which overlapping regions can be properly separated and the outgoing edge pairs
after such a separation. Although some overlapping regions have unique outgoing edge pair orientations in any solution
(such as odd-HH case), others have two possible orientations at the end (such as even-HH case). This variability proves to
be quite functional in computing an overall proper separation as will be explained in the next subsection.
3.3. Solution graph
Now we introduce a novel graph representation for the two (possibly) improper staircases we have obtained so far. Each
node of the graph represents an edge pair (one edge from each staircase). Each node has four possible states, based on the
orientation of the represented edges. Arcs connecting the nodes represent the staircase segments between the represented
edges. Two states from two nodes are connected with an arc, if and only if there exists a non-intersecting separation of the
corresponding staircase segments. We call this graph the solution graph.
We create two types of nodes in the solution graph. The ﬁrst type is the starting and ending nodes which correspond
to the ﬁrst points and last points of both staircases, respectively. The second type of nodes represents the incoming and
outgoing edge pairs of the overlapping regions. Note that the minimal solution graph consists of two nodes when there are
no overlapping points.
The arcs between the two nodes of an overlapping region can readily be obtained from Table 2. The arcs between the
corresponding nodes of two consecutive overlapping regions are, however, determined by checking intersections in linear
time between the corresponding staircase segments. In both cases, we create an arc from state X of node N1 to state Y
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Fig. 9. The solution graph for the input in Fig. 8.
of node N2 only if state X of node N1 has an incoming arc. In other words, a state has an outgoing arc only if it has
an incoming arc. For the ﬁrst node of the graph, we assume that state VH has an incoming arc (because this is the only
orientation pair we want to start the staircases with).
Fig. 8 gives an input point set example. The circles enclosing some of the points represent the OVERLAP mark after
running algorithm Separate on the input. The dashed ovals represent the nodes in the solution graph. Finally, the solid lines
represent the staircases created by algorithm Separate. Fig. 9 gives the corresponding solution graph.
The following algorithm ﬁnalizes the discussion of this section. Note that Node(p,q) creates a new node object corre-
sponding to points p on NW and q on SE. This object has four states HH, HV , VH and VV corresponding to the possible
orientation pairs of p and q. Multiple arcs can be attached to a state of a node.
This algorithm takes the two staircases NW and SE as input and outputs the solution graph corresponding to these
staircases. The checks at Steps 2 and 3 ensure that the ﬁrst and last points on the two staircases are different as they
should be on an orthogonally convex polygon. For example, the ﬁrst point of the NW staircase is covered by the leftmost
edge of the polygon and the ﬁrst point of the SE staircase is covered by the bottommost edge of the polygon. Since, the
leftmost edge is always a vertical edge and the bottommost edge is always a horizontal edge, these two points must be
different.
In the next step, we create a node for the ﬁrst points on both staircases and label it as NS . Then, we initialize two
iterators, i and j: one for each staircase. The rest of the algorithm loops until the end of both staircases are reached, i.e. all
points are processed.
Steps 7 and 8 iterate over NW and SE to ﬁnd the next overlapping region on both staircases. If no such region exists,
then it iterates to the end of the staircases. An exceptional case occurs when the start NS of the non-overlapping region
is also the end. This is checked at Step 9 and the creation of a redundant node accompanied by additional processing is
avoided by skipping Steps 10–19. At Step 10, otherwise, we create a new node, NE , which either represents the start of the
next overlapping region or the end of the staircases. In both situations, within a non-overlapping region, the orientations
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Input: Staircases NW and SE
Output: Solution Graph GS
Initialize GS as empty graph;1
if NW[0] == SE[0] then Return INFEASIBLE;2
if NW.last == SE.last then Return INFEASIBLE;3
Create node NS = Node(NW[0], SE[0]) in GS ;4
Set i = 1, j = 1;5
while i < NW.size do6
while !NW[i].OVERLAP and i < NW.size do increment i;7
while !SE[ j].OVERLAP and j < SE.size do increment j;8
if NS = Node(NW[i − 1], SE[ j − 1]) then9
Create node NE = Node(NW[i − 1], SE[ j − 1]) in GS ;10
foreach sState in {HH,HV,VH,VV} do11
if NS.sState has any incoming arcs then12
Set tState = CheckIntersection(NS ,NE , sState);13
if tState = null then14
Create arc from NS.sState to NE.tState;15
end16
end17
end18
Set NS = NE ;19
end20
if i < NW.size then21
if NW[i].OVERLAP then22
Set iold = i;23
while NW[i].OVERLAP and i < NW.size do increment i;24
while SE[ j].OVERLAP and j < SE.size do increment j;25
Create node NE = Node(NW[i], SE[ j]) in GS ;26
foreach sState in {HH,HV,VH,VV} do27
if NS.sState has any incoming arcs then28
foreach tState in GOO(sState.NW, sState.SE, i − iold) do29
Create arc from NS.sState to NE.tState;30
end31
end32
end33
Set NS = NE ;34
end35
end36
end37
of the edges of the staircase segments between the corresponding points of NS and NE are fully determined by the state
of NS . All we need to do is to check for which states of NS we get non-intersecting staircase segments. This can be checked
in linear time by a simple procedure using the line sweep technique. The details of this procedure CheckIntersection are
provided in Algorithm 5 in Appendix A. This procedure takes NS , NE , and the state of NS as input and returns the ﬁnal
state at NE . If the staircase segments intersect for a certain state of NS then the procedure returns null. If it returns a valid
state, then we create an arc between the corresponding states at Step 15.
Here, an important thing to note is the check at Step 12. We create an arc between two states, only if the originating
state has an incoming arc. In other words, all the arcs we create in the graph will be reachable from the ﬁrst node’s VH
state.
At Step 19, we set NS to be NE . Note that NS and NE deﬁne the start and end of the current staircase segments being
processed. Hence, as soon as we are done processing the current segments, we shift NS to NE to process the next segments.
Steps 22–36 are only performed if the iterator i has not already fallen off the end of the NW staircase which is checked
at Step 21. At Step 22, we check whether we have an overlapping region in front of the iterators. If not, we move to the
start of the loop at Step 6. Otherwise, we process the overlapping region in Steps 23–34. Again the ﬁrst thing we do is
to iterate to the end of the region at Steps 24 and 25, and create a new node NE at Step 26. This node now marks the
end of the overlapping region. Note that it is, contrary to Step 9, unnecessary to check if NS == NE , as the existence of
at least one overlapping point is already guaranteed by the condition at Step 22. Finally, for each state of NS which has
an incoming arc, we check Table 2 for possible solutions by calling procedure GOO. Procedure GOO, which stands for “Get
Outgoing Orientations”, takes as input the incoming NW and SE edge orientations along with the number of overlapping
points and returns the set of all possible outgoing edge orientations by referring to Table 2. At Step 34, we set NS to be NE
for the same reasons as we did in Step 19.
The overall complexity of this algorithm is O (n). Each point is iterated over once by the Steps 7, 8, 24 or 25, and a
maximum of four more times (once for each state) within the procedure CheckIntersection invoked at Step 13. Hence, we
look at each point a constant number of times and keep the overall complexity at O (n).
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Input: Overlapping region o1,o2, . . . ,ok ,
Incoming edge orientations (ONW , OSE),
Outgoing edge orientations (O ′NW , O ′SE)
Output: Updated NW and SE
for i = 1..k do1
if GOO(ONW , OSE,k − i) contains (O ′NW , O ′SE) then2
Assign oi to NW;3
Set ONW to ONW ;4
else5
Assign oi to SE;6
Set OSE to OSE;7
end8
end9
Lemma 4. Algorithm SolutionGraph terminates in O (n) time and either returns a solution graph or reports that it is impossible to
obtain one from the input staircases.
3.4. Computing a proper separation
Once the solution graph is created, a proper separation can be read from the graph if the HV state of the last node has
an incoming edge. By starting at this state, we can now traverse the graph in the reverse direction to reach the ﬁrst node,
N(NW[0], SE[0]). While traversing we may have multiple edges to follow at each state. We can arbitrarily chose any one of
the edges, since we know that there is always a path starting from the ﬁrst node and ending at the current state.
After a path is constructed, we must transform the arcs to their equivalent staircase segments. The arcs connecting the
nodes of different overlapping regions can be easily transformed, because the orientations of the edges on the staircase
segments are uniquely determined by the end-states of the arc. On the other hand, the arcs connecting the endnodes of an
overlapping region may represent more than one possible proper separation within that region.
For example, assume that the HH state of N(p,q) is connected to the HV state of N(p′,q′) and three points are overlap-
ping in the corresponding region as illustrated by the ﬁrst overlapping region in Fig. 8. The end-states of the arc tell us the
orientations of the incoming and outgoing edges and that at least one proper separation exists for this conﬁguration by a
reference to Table 2A; however we do not know the exact assignments of overlapping points to staircases.
Consider assigning the ﬁrst point to the NW staircase. This reduces the input to an even number of points with VH
incoming edge orientations as seen from the corresponding entry in the third column of Table 1. Table 2B shows that at
least one proper separation that starts with a VH incoming pair and ends with an HV outgoing pair exists for this new input.
Hence, we can safely assign the ﬁrst point to the NW staircase. If this was not the case, i.e. assigning the ﬁrst point to the
NW staircase rendered it impossible to obtain an outgoing HH pair at the end, we would consider assigning the ﬁrst point
to the SE staircase. Since we know that a proper separation exists, at least one of these reductions must work. Algorithm 3
(SeparateRegion) formalizes the discussion. Note that we use the notation ONW to denote the opposite orientation of ONW .
Also recall that procedure GOO queries Table 2 and returns a list of possible outgoing edge orientations given the incoming
edge orientations and the oddness–evenness of the overlapping points.
The algorithm runs in time linear in the number of points and properly separates the given overlapping region.
After all overlapping regions are properly separated we obtain two staircases which are disjoint and non-intersecting by
construction, hence we obtain a proper separation of the whole input point set. After constructing the NE and SW staircases
from the remaining points, we check for the only remaining constraint which is the consistency of the orientations of the
end-edges of the staircases. Note that, for NW and SE, these orientations are already guaranteed by construction. If the
orientations of the other two staircases are inconsistent, we report infeasibility.
Theorem 5. Given a point set in the plane, one can report infeasibility or construct an orthogonally convex polygon covering the point
set in time linear in the number of points.
To summarize, one can construct an orthogonally convex polygon covering a given point set of size n in O (n logn)
time as follows: First, Algorithm Separate builds NW and SE so as to satisfy the monotonicity and coverage constraints in
O (n logn) time. Second, Algorithm SolutionGraph transforms NW and SE into a solution graph in O (n) time while ensuring
the non-intersecting and consistent orientations constraints. Finally, by calling Algorithm SeparateRegion, we construct two
proper staircases from the solution graph in O (n) time.
4. Counting all solutions
So far we have provided a method for obtaining a covering of a point set with an orthogonally convex polygon, if such
a covering exists. In Algorithm SeparateRegion, we arbitrarily prefer one option over another which allows us to obtain
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Number of proper separations for a single overlapping point.
Incoming Outgoing Count
HH HV 1
HV none 0
VH VV 1
HH 1
VV HV 1
a solution without considering the alternatives. But, we would like to know how many proper separations exist for each
region. Moreover, how many different orthogonally convex polygons can cover the same point set?
Using the solution graph we obtained in the previous section, we can answer these questions in linear time. To do this,
ﬁrst count the proper separations within each overlapping region and then use these counts to determine in how many
different ways a node can be reached from the ﬁrst node.
4.1. Counting proper separations within an overlapping region
Let us ﬁrst consider the base case of a single overlapping node. Fig. 7 shows all possible scenarios and the corresponding
separations. We obtain Table 3 from our observation of the base case.
The following series of lemmas give the number of all proper separations for all types of overlapping regions.
Lemma 6. Given an overlapping region of k 1 (odd) points, and an incoming edge pair of HH, there are 2(k−1)/2 proper separations
of this overlapping region.
Proof. Let Odd(HH,k) represent the number of all proper separations for this region. Since 2(k−1)/2 evaluates to 1 for k = 1,
the correctness of the formula is readily established for this case as conﬁrmed by Table 3. We, therefore, assume k > 1 (odd)
throughout the rest of the proof.
In Lemma 3, Table 1 for a single overlapping point is composed with Table 2B for an even number of consecutive
overlapping points in an effort to obtain the outgoing edge orientations for an odd number of consecutive overlapping
points. Likewise, we can express Odd(HH,k) with an odd k in terms of Even(VH,k − 1) which gives a count of the number
of proper separations of k − 1 consecutive overlapping points with an incoming edge pair of VH. Note once more that a
lookup into Table 1 for an HH pair in the incoming edges reveals an HV pair for the outgoing edges. An HV pair, however,
reﬂects the orientations at the non-overlapping points coming right after the single overlapping point in each of the NW
and SE staircases respectively. In order to keep the NW and SE staircases extending over the rest of the overlapping points
after the ﬁrst one, hence the orientations revealed for the outgoing edges in Table 1 must be restored to their respective
orientations at the points that come right before the outgoing edges. This, clearly, causes HV to be restored back to VH as
the orientation of consecutive edges alternate in any staircase.
As a result, Odd(HH,k) = Even(VH,k − 1). We can, similarly, express Even(VH,k − 1) as the following sum after another
reduction through proper composition: Odd(HH,k − 2) + Odd(VV,k − 2).
A careful consideration of Tables 1 and 2, ﬁnally, reveals that Odd(VV,k) = Odd(HH,k). Substitution of Odd(HH,k − 2) in
place of Odd(VV,k − 2) term in the last sum, thus, gives the following recurrence relation:
Odd(HH,k) = 2× Odd(HH,k − 2)
= 2i × Odd(HH,k − 2i) where (k − 1)/2 i  0
= 2(k−1)/2 × Odd(HH,1)
= 2(k−1)/2
where Odd(HH,1) = 1 as given in Table 3. The general term is, thus, computed as 2(k−1)/2. 
Lemma 7. Given an overlapping region of k 1 (odd) points, and an incoming edge pair of HV, there are no proper separations of this
overlapping region.
Proof. Immediately follows from Table 3 and earlier discussion of this case for Table 1. 
Lemma 8. Given an overlapping region of k  1 (odd) points, and an incoming edge pair of VH, there are 2(k+1)/2 proper separations
of this overlapping region. 2(k−1)/2 of these separations lead to an HH outgoing pair, and 2(k−1)/2 of them lead to a VV outgoing pair.
Proof. The correctness of the ﬁrst part of the lemma can be shown as follows:
Odd(VH,k) = Even(HH,k − 1) + Even(VV,k − 1)
= Odd(VH,k − 2) + Odd(VH,k − 2)
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= 2i × Odd(VH,k − 2i)
= 2(k−1)/2 × Odd(VH,1)
= 2(k+1)/2
As it is clear from the recurrence relation at the third line of the derivation above, after any feasible assignment of the
ﬁrst two overlapping points, the starting orientations of the incoming edges for the rest of the overlapping points do not
change. Therefore, by reassigning the points in groups of two, we can reduce the problem down to a single overlapping
point with VH incoming edges. Then, independent of the reductions we have done so far, we can assign the last point either
to NW or SE according to Table 3. This last assignment alone determines the outgoing edge orientations. Hence, half of the
total solutions of this region is associated with assigning this point to the NW staircase, and the other half is associated
with assigning it to the SE staircase. This explains the second part of the lemma. 
Lemma 9. Given an overlapping region of k  1 (odd) points, and an incoming edge pair of VV, there are 2(k−1)/2 proper separations
of this overlapping region.
Proof.
Odd(VV,k) = Even(VH,k − 1)
= Odd(HH,k − 2) + Odd(VV,k − 2), computed in Lemma 6
= 2(k−1)/2 
Lemma 10. Given an overlapping region of k 2 (even) points, and an incoming edge pair of HH, there are 2k/2 proper separations of
this overlapping region. 2(k−2)/2 of these separations lead to an HH outgoing pair, and 2(k−2)/2 of them lead to a VV outgoing pair.
Proof.
Even(HH,k) = Odd(VH,k − 1)
= 2k/2
See proof of Lemma 8 which covers also the second part of the proof. 
Lemma 11. Given an overlapping region of k  2 (even) points, and an incoming edge pair of HV, there are no proper separations of
this overlapping region.
Proof. Immediately follows from earlier discussion of this case. 
Lemma 12. Given an overlapping region of k 2 (even) points, and an incoming edge pair of VH, there are 2k/2 proper separations of
this overlapping region.
Proof.
Even(VH,k) = Odd(HH,k − 1) + Odd(VV,k − 1), computed in Lemma 9
= 2k/2 
Lemma 13. Given an overlapping region of k 2 (even) points, and an incoming edge pair of VV, there are 2k/2 proper separations of
this overlapping region. 2(k−2)/2 of these separations lead to an HH outgoing pair, and 2(k−2)/2 of them lead to a VV outgoing pair.
Proof.
Even(VV,k) = Odd(VH,k − 1)
= 2k/2
See proof of Lemma 8 which covers also the second part of the proof. 
Table 4 summarizes the results obtained in this section.
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Number of proper solutions within an overlapping region of k points.
A: Odd
Incoming Outgoing Count
HH HV 2(k−1)/2
HV none 0
VH HH 2(k−1)/2
VV 2(k−1)/2
VV VH 2(k−1)/2
B: Even
Incoming Outgoing Count
HH HH 2(k−2)/2
VV 2(k−2)/2
HV none 0
VH HV 2k/2
VV HH 2(k−2)/2
VV 2(k−2)/2
Fig. 10. Counting solutions.
4.2. Computing the total number of proper separations
After computing the solution graph and determining the number of possible proper separations within each overlapping
region, the following algorithm computes the number of all possible proper separations.
Algorithm 4: CountAll
Input: Solution Graph G
Output: Integer
foreach overlapping region do1
Label each arc within the region according to Table 4;2
end3
Label every other arc (in non-overlapping regions) as 1;4
Label the VH state of the ﬁrst node as 1;5
for each node Ni , i = 0..k do6
for each state s of Ni with an outgoing arc do7
for each outgoing arc e of s do8
Set inc = s.label× e.label;9
Increment the label of the target state of e by inc;10
end11
end12
end13
The algorithm is quite trivial and we will omit a correctness proof. However, we provide Fig. 10 as an example of how
the algorithm works. Initially, we have the VH state of the ﬁrst node labeled as 1 to show that there is a single way to
reach this state. The arc from this state to the HH state of the second node represents the unique way of reaching that node
(point pair) and hence labeled with 1. Therefore, we label the HH state of the second node as 1. At this point, we have a
4-point overlapping region. Table 4 tells that after a proper separation of these 4 points, we can leave the region with an
HH point pair, or a VV point pair. In each case, there are 2 possible proper separations. As a result, the HH and VV states of
the third node are labeled as 1× 2 = 2.
Notice that there is no arc leaving the HV state of the fourth node because there is no proper separation for that case.
At the end, we reach two states of the last node: HV and VH, both labeled as 128. However, we are only interested in the
HV state of this node, because this is how two proper staircases end. In this case, we have a total of 128 proper separations
of the input point set.
4.3. Constructing all solutions
It can be shown that all of these proper separations can be constructed via a small modiﬁcation to Algorithm 3
(SeparateRegion). At Step 2 of this algorithm, we ﬁrst check to see if we can assign the current point to the NW stair-
case. If such an assignment is possible, then we apply it without even considering the SE staircase. In order to construct all
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merating all possible proper separations of the point set. If we have k different solutions, then the overall time complexity
is O (nk + n logn), since to construct each possible proper separation we require only O (n) time. The n logn term is due to
the fact that we must build the initial NW and SE staircases before building the solution graph.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a new computational geometric problem: covering a point set with edges of an orthogonally
convex polygon, such that each point is covered once and each edge covers exactly one point. We provided fast and practical
algorithms for computing one such polygon if it exists. Moreover, we proved that more than one polygon may cover some
input point sets. We provided an algorithm for counting the total number of polygons that can cover the set. We ﬁnally
outlined a method for constructing all polygons.
Appendix A
Algorithm 5: CheckIntersection
Input: starting node NS , ending node NE , and starting orientation sState
Output: null or ending orientation tState
Let NS == Node(NW[i], SE[i′]); NE == Node(NW[ j], SE[ j′]);1
Set Uppero = sState.NW; Set Lowero = sState.SE;2
Set u = i; Set l = i′;3
if u < j and l < j′ then4
if sState == VH then increment u; ﬂip Uppero ;5
while u < j and l < j′ do6
if Uppero == H then7
while NW[u].y > SE[l].y and l < j′ do {increment l; ﬂip Lowero ;}8
if NW[u].y > SE[l].y then break;9
else10
if Lowero == V and SE[l].x NW[u + 1].x then return null;11
if Lowero == H then12
if SE[l − 1].x NW[u + 1].x then return null;13
else decrement l; ﬂip Lowero ;14
increment u; ﬂip Uppero ;15
else16
while NW[u].x< SE[l].x and u < j do {increment u; ﬂip Uppero ;}17
if NW[u].x < SE[l].x then break;18
else19
if Uppero == V then20
if SE[l + 1].y NW[u − 1].y then return null;21
else decrement u; ﬂip Uppero ;22
if Uppero == H and SE[l + 1].y NW[u].y then return null;23
increment l; ﬂip Lowero ;24
if u == j and l == j′ then25
if (Uppero, Lowero) == (H, H) then26
if NW[u].y == SE[l].y then return null;27
if (Uppero, Lowero) == (V , V ) then28
if NW[u].x == SE[l].x then return null;29
Set tState.NW = Uppero ; Set tState.SE = Lowero ;30
return tState;31
if l == j′ then32
if (Uppero, Lowero) == (H, H) then33
if !(NW[u].y > SE[l].y) then return null;34
if (Uppero, Lowero) == (V , V ) or (Uppero, Lowero) == (H, V ) then35
if !(NW[ j].x < SE[l].x) then return null;36
ﬂip Uppero ( j − u) times; Set tState.NW = Uppero ; Set tState.SE = Lowero ;37
if u == j then38
if (Uppero, Lowero) == (H, H) or (Uppero, Lowero) == (H, V ) then39
if !(NW[u].y > SE[ j′].y) then return null;40
if (Uppero, Lowero) == (V , V ) then41
if !(NW[u].x < SE[l].x) then return null;42
ﬂip Lowero ( j′ − l) times; Set tState.NW = Uppero ; Set tState.SE = Lowero ;43
return tState;44
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non-overlapping region along with the starting orientation sState of the corresponding pair of edges for NS . It outputs null
if the NW and SE have an intersection, otherwise returns tState, the unique orientation of the corresponding pair of edges
for NE .
The algorithm presented is similar, in spirit, to the merging of two sorted lists. For a given horizontal point in the upper
(NW) staircase, we check all points in the lower (SE) staircase for a possible intersection as long as they are below the
given upper point. Once the lower staircase goes up above the given horizontal point, without an intersection, we simply
start checking the points in the upper against the vertical point in the lower as long as they are to the left of the lower.
This process is repeated until one or both of the staircases hit the end. Next, the case when both staircases simultaneously
reach NE is dealt with. Finally the rest of the points in the chain with points still to be processed, if any, are handled all
the way till the end to get the ﬁnal edge orientation. The algorithm runs in time linear in the total number of points in the
staircases.
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